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Anagram Dictionary
An alphabetical compilation of around
20,000 words, including proper names,
with details of all known anagrams.
Features a brief history of anagrams from
the ancient Greeks through to the present
day, and explains why anagrams came to
be invested with mystical properties. Last
published in 1992.
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Anagram-dictionary dictionary definition anagram-dictionary defined noun. 1. a word, phrase, or sentence formed
from another by rearranging its letters: Angel is an anagram of glean.. 2. anagrams, (used with a singular verb) a game in
which the players build words by transposing and, often, adding letters. Define anagram: a word or phrase made by
changing the order of the letters in another word or phrase anagram in a sentence. Online Anagrams dictionary :
French, English, Italian, Spanish and : The Anagram Dictionary (9780709058649): Michael Curl: Books. : The
Anagram Dictionary (9780709058649): Michael a word, phrase, or name formed by rearranging the letters Meaning,
pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. What does anagram dictionary mean? - An
anagram is direct word switch or word play, the result of rearranging the letters of a word or .. Anagram dictionaries
could also be used. Computer programs anagram noun - Oxford Learners Dictionaries Anagrammatize Define
Anagrammatize at Anagram definition: An anagram is a word or phrase formed by changing the order of the letters in
another Meaning, pronunciation, translations and Anagram Define Anagram at Anagrams are not to be confused
with palindromes (though straw is both a palindrome and anagram of warts), spoonerisms, acronyms, Anagram
dictionary definition anagram defined - YourDictionary In the main type of anagram dictionary, the letters in words
or phrases are rearranged in alphabetical order, and these transpositions are themselves then Anagrams of
DICTIONARY - word anagram definition, meaning, what is anagram: a word or phrase made by using the letters of
another word or phrase in a different. Learn more. Anagrams Define Anagrams at anagram definition: The definition
of an anagram is made by taking a word or several words and mixing up the letters so that another word or words are
made. Anagrammed Define Anagrammed at In the main type of anagram dictionary, the letters in words or phrases
are rearranged in alphabetical order, and these transpositions are themselves then Anagram dictionary definition
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anagram defined A word or phrase formed by reordering the letters of another word or phrase, such as satin to stain. 2.
anagrams(used with a sing. verb) A game in which players Definition of anagram - Merriam-Websters Student
Dictionary Define anagram (noun) and get synonyms. What is anagram (noun)? anagram (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. anagram Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary anagram
dictionary (plural anagram dictionaries). Wikipedia has an article on: anagram dictionary. a list of words, or groups of
words, ordered according to the Anagram Solver Scrabble Cheat Words With Friends Help Search for anagram in:
Student Dictionary a word or phrase made out of another by changing the order of the letters none Anagram definition:
An anagram is a word or phrase formed by changing the order of the letters in another Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and Anagram dictionary - Wikipedia Anagrammatize definition, to transpose into an anagram. See more.
anagram Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Anagrams of dictionary and words contained within the
word DICTIONARY. anagram dictionary - Wiktionary Anagrammed definition, a word, phrase, or sentence formed
from another by rearranging its letters: Angel is an anagram of glean.. See more. anagram translation Spanish
English-Spanish dictionary Reverso anagrams dictionary online in English ,French, Italian, Spanish and German.
anagram - definition of anagram in English Oxford Dictionaries The definition of an anagram is made by taking a
word or several words and mixing up the letters so that another word or words are made. Making astronomer Anagram
Solver - Crossword Dictionary anagram translation spanish, English - Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also
Ankara,angiogram,ANA,anger, example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso Internet Anagram Server / I,
Rearrangement Servant : anagram An anagram is a word or phrase thats formed by rearranging the letters of another
word or phrase. For example, the letters that make up A decimal point can anagram (noun) definition and synonyms
Macmillan Dictionary Definition of anagram noun in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation,
picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms Anagram definition and meaning Collins English
Dictionary Noun. (plural anagram dictionaries). a list of words, or groups of words, ordered according to the number of
each letter in the word used for solving crosswords Anagram - definition of anagram by The Free Dictionary noun.
1. a word, phrase, or sentence formed from another by rearranging its letters: Angel is an anagram of glean.. 2.
anagrams, (used with a singular verb) a game in which the players build words by transposing and, often, adding letters.
Anagram Definition of Anagram by Merriam-Webster Anagram Solver, Anagrammer, Word Builder, Word Solver
for Scrabble, Words With We also have the option of choosing the Words With Friends dictionary. anagram Dictionary Definition : Use our online anagram finder to find anagrams like rebate/berate!
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